**SLC appeals hearing of blacks**

**Social meeting place sought**

Janet Longellow  
Staff Reporter

"A need for action" was the major outcome of the discussion conducted by black students at yesterday's SLC hearing on issues of black students at Notre Dame.

While revealing views were shared, the panel of black students left the open forum divided on some issues, faculty, administrators, and students with the general feeling that much more will need to be done unless steps are taken to act upon recommendations made.

Some of the most revealing was support to improve the situation of the black student in the basically white community of Notre Dame and South Bend. Carol Fost, a law student, chaired the panel, and summarized the basic points discussed by the panel members.

**black house**

All of the speakers expressed the need for an off-campus "Black House", funded by the University, to provide a social meeting place for black students. The house would fill the many needs of the minority blacks, as it has successfully done on numerous other campuses.

Sophomore Mike Nickerson stated, "It is the University's responsibility to black students, just as social facilities are made available for only while students," he explained. "Notre Dame is a town with two different cultures and so it should provide a life for both students." There is much talk about civil rights here, but we have yet to see some results."

**minority course**

The problem of the unbalanced ratio of black men to women provided further reason for the "Black House" proposal. There is an even worse disadvantage since there is no place for visiting black women to stay, which is complicated by the fact that women from South Bend are invited to stay accommodated by untrained men to the Notre Dame parties. Having the house of course, would fill the many needs of University "brothers" to come to know those of the South Bend community, away from the tension of the "Notre Dame-stereotype" hanging over them.

A second source of complaints involved the curriculum and ignorance on the part of the whites. The black students feel that seminarians of Theology were required for an Arts and Letters degree a course in understanding minority needs should also be required. It is an inconvenience to have to go to town for church services, where they feel they are misunderstood and unwanted by their own people. It was felt that if religion is required of them in a basically all-Catholic University, Protestant services should be held off-campus. Furthermore, prospective Black Studies majors are discouraged that there are not enough electives available in the limited Black Studies program.

**racist attitude**

A third point was made concerning the protective nature of the University which lends itself to a racist attitude towards black students. One example made was that a certain black seminar had to show his ID card 17 times since coming to Notre Dame, illustrating Carl Ellison's point that, "The black is second class unless he can prove more than anyone else that he is part of the community. There is so much subtle pressure that, to live in this environment, it is miraculous that Blacks have managed to stay here."

A fourth recommendation was for a full-time representative for Black Student Affairs, instead of, "There are enough Black Student Affairs that we need a person full time to communicate between the powerless and the power of the administration."

**effectively handled**

Fred Giuffre, Chairman of the SLC, commented on the hearing, "I thought that the panel handled it very effectively, and emotionally. They don't cry about their problems, but shared them openly and clearly. They were reasonable in their recommendations."

Although the hearing was University President Prof. Theodore M. Hesburgh who commented. I enjoyed the hearing very much. I have not been to an SLC meeting for a long time and found this one very interesting.

---

**Viet peace-keeping teams take up positions**

by Charles Mohr  
29th December 1969

My Tho, South Vietnam—International peace-keeping teams moved into place in several provincial centers of South Vietnam today and had not yet begun their work of monitoring violations of the cease-fire agreement.

It was increasingly clear, however, that the South Vietnamese government had, in procedural matters, out-maneuvered the Communists by virtually stalemating the Communist delegates from the Sino-Southeast Asia Peace Conference in the Viet Cong.

The Communist members of the four-party joint military commission were being shuttled to the capital for lengthy conferences with military installation where they were isolated from the population, unable to make contact with civilians and poset non-political or propaganda threat.

Why the Communists had agreed to these arrangements was an open question, but it seemed possible that complaints about the arrangements might arise in the future.

Informed American sources said, meantime, that it seemed likely that some American prisoners of war would be released sometime in the next few days at the town of An Loc, about 60 miles north of Saigon. They said no exact timetable or plan had been agreed upon.

The teams of the international commission for control and supervision of the cease-fire that set up regional headquarters this morning were made up of five to nine soldiers from each of the commission members—Canada, Hungary, Indonesia and Poland.

The American officials said that teams of the four-party joint military commission, consisting of officers and men from the United States, South Vietnam, North Vietnam and Viet Cong Provisional Revolutionary Government, would also be in place in the seven regional headquarters by tonight.

The seven regional headquarters were located by Hue, Da Nang, Pleiku, Phan Thiet, Bien Hoa, My Tho and Can Tho.

Later, 26 smaller peace-keeping teams from both commission are to be established in smaller regional centers.

Typical of today's movement was the arrival here at My Tho, in the Mekong Delta 60 miles south of Saigon, of a U.S. Army bus with a white cross painted on the side. The bus carried 27 men, mostly officers, from the four-nation central commission who set up headquarters in a little Viet Cong hotel.

Later in the day, U.S. helicopters flew 45 Vietnamese members of the joint military commission down to Saigon, a few miles east of My Tho. The Viet Cong delegations did not arrive with the North Vietnamese, but sources in Saigon said they would be coming by evening.

"Our only job today is to create accommodations for working," said army Capt. Laulo Horvath, of Hungary.

The two commissions were created under terms of the Paris cease-fire agreement to share responsibility for monitoring the cease-fire. The agreement is somewhat vague as to how they are to operate, but it seems clear they must work together if effective action is to take place.

The teams from both groups were six days behind the scheduled laid down in the agreement for setting up their regional headquarters.

While the central control team here was accessible, the members of the North Vietnamese contingent of the joint military commission at Dong Tam nearby were virtual prisoners in the military compound. The same has been true of their top leaders based at Saigon's Tan Son Nhut airbase.

There seems to be no way they could reach even their Viet Cong areas even though such areas exist nearby. No South Vietnamese or foreign civilians can reach to talk to them, and any South Vietnamese attempting to do so would be arrested immediately by the Saigon authorities.

Thus, so far the Saigon government appears to have forestalled what it feared—any political impact created by the presence of enemy airfields and troops in government areas. Nine residents of My Tho questioned on the streets today had no idea that Viet Cong or North Vietnamese officers were arriving in the area.

How long the Communists will find such arrangement tolerable is not certain. Yesterday in Saigon, their top leaders were permitted off the airfield for the first time to attend a meeting of central commission members, but were tightly guarded by South Vietnamese and American police.

The members of the central control team have seemed friendly with each other. At an inaugural lunch they drank red wine from tulip champagne glasses.

Col. Robert Screaton, of Ottawa, leader of the Canadian contingent, said he was "hopeful" that teams would be able to begin making trips into the rural areas to look for cease-fire violations by the end of the week.
Observe disclosures requested

by David Rust
Staff Reporter

All salaried positions held by students on the Observer staff should be made public and notice should be given in The Observer of vacancies in salaried positions, recommended the Committee on Student Affairs (C.O.U.P.) in a report released last month.

The report was the second in a series compiled and presented by C.O.U.P. based on the results of its questionnaires distributed last November.

C.O.U.P.'s questionnaire had 2,000 respondents.

Ask for comments on "Campus Press," meaning the Student Union Press. But most students who registered complaints about "Campus Press" understood it to include secrecy on the part of the campus' only daily publishing enterprise, in this case including editorial policy, selection of editors and other hiring practices.

Although C.O.U.P. definitely declared the second out of area of concern, saying "We believe that any attempt to identify with such a procedure would destroy the continuity and develop the needs in its publishing..." and decided to "make no attempt to question (Observer) editorial policies," it directed the bulk of its four recommendations to Observer business practices.

The C.O.U.P. document suggested that "A list of all salaried positions held by students in The Observer should be made public, as well as the method of their hiring. This would include a listing of all salaries. C.O.U.P. stepped short of asking for a publication of names of those students who currently hold those positions.

The committee also recommended that notice be given in The Observer of vacancies in salaried positions when they occur, "along with information on the salary involved. Such vacancies should be filled only after careful consideration of all applicants."

C.O.U.P. further recommended that "Since The Observer is operated as a student service using student funds, therefore accountable to the students financially. The Observer initiates two new procedures:"

- The Observer should publish within its pages a general financial report at the end of each semester," and
- "All expenses of The Observer with the exception of those paid out of petty cash, should be paid by check with the signatures of the Editor (or his designate), the Business Manager, and some appropriate faculty or administration official."

The committee went on to propose Dr. Robert Ackerman as possible "appropriate faculty or administration member" who, in his capacity as Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs and Director of Student Activities, coordinates all student government checks.

The Observer disclosures report prompted by dissatisfaction with several Observer practices.
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Paris—Delegates from the Saigon government and the Vietcong met alone together in Paris for the first time. Their purpose was to prepare for the South Vietnamese political negotiations provided in the cease-fire agreements. The negotiations are to last whether the hostile sides can eventually reach a nonviolent settlement to their generation-long dispute. Both sides made a point of calling their first session "preliminary."

My Tho, South Vietnam—International peace-keeping teams fanned out across Vietnam Monday, but had not yet begun their work of monitoring violations of the cease-fire agreement. As the teams moved into place in seven provincial centers, it became increasingly clear that both sides of the Vietcong government had, in procedural matters, outmaneuvered and virtually slammed the Communist delegates representing North Vietnam and the Vietcong.

Washington—The White House reported that President Nixon is holding $1.1 billion in federal funds in reserve—substantially less than estimated by a Democratic congressman last month. Rep. Joe L. Evans, D-Tenn., had said that unappropriated funds would become the focus of the upcoming Senate and House Congress and the president, totaled at least $1.12 billion. Budget department officials said that Evan's figures were incorrect.

Cavanaugh & ACC sites of robberies

Bruce Petersen
Staff Reporter

The Athletic and Convocation Center and Cavanaugh Hall are the latest targets in the rapidly growing list of campus break-ins.

According to Arthur Pears, director of security, vandals forced open the door of the ACC ticket office last Thursday evening but their attempts were fruitless. However, thieves also ransacked a student's room in the ACC (in insurance purposes) and removed approximately $300 worth of miscellaneous articles.

The following evening, thieves gained entrance to the first floor of Cavanaugh Hall through an unlocked window. They proceeded to take a television set, cassette player, earphones, and two boxers of tapes. Later that evening the phone heads and tapes were recovered from the rubbish bin outside St. Edwards hall, while the television was found in the driveway behind Zahn Hall.
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Admissions director describes unusual year

by Marlene Zilio  
Staff Reporter

Claiming that this is "a very unique year" for the admissions office, Director of Admissions John T. Goldrick said Monday that it is very hard to compare this year's applicants with those of previous years.

"Last year, with the unification with St. Mary's and then the unification, there were many, many applications to both Notre Dame and St. Mary's. And then the unification with Notre Dame," explained Goldrick. (Last year the Notre Dame admissions department handled both ND and SMC applications.) "This is really the first year with us as far as women applying exclusively to Notre Dame."

Recommendations released so far have been for 250 freshmen women for the 1973-74 school year. Goldrick added that from what he knew, many people and committee had studied the question of women for the admissions process.

"I am assuming it will be the same this year unless I informed me of a change," continued the Director. This would mean 5 to 7 percent of the total of men to women in the class of 1977.

Goldrick explained that "about twenty percent of our applications received so far have been from women" and since the projected quota for the class is about twenty-one percent, this means the ratio is about equal. It is still difficult to make any estimate however, as the number of our applications come in between February and March 15 (the final deadline).

Goldrick said the admissions staff will start reviewing regular freshmen applications this week and try to let everyone know by April 1. In regard to the early admissions program, Mr. Goldrick said there is "no quota, we accept all qualified applicants." So far, 210 freshmen have been accepted, including 177 men and 33 women.

The admissions staff includes, besides Goldrick, two female and two full-time female applicants who are recruiting this year. They have visited coed, coed women's high schools, in addition to the usual activities.

"The reception has generally been good," admitted Goldrick. Prospective women applicants are confident that many women students Notre Dame has been admitting for the past two years. "They seem interested in the curriculum and the scholastic aspect, rather than the social ratio," said Goldrick.

The regrets are many as a vital source of communication seems taken for granted and easily lost. The admissions office often does this through private subscription. With the change, the Observer, the Saint Mary's campus now defunct, students administration and faculty are the rift between SMC and Notre Dame ever increasing.

Students have questioned the necessity of the ten dollars Student Government Activity fee as a source of payment for the Observer. This was eliminated under the Student Assembly at their February 13 meeting. The SMC Assembly passed the following resolution: "The motion makes it compulsory to let the student body regard the use of the Observer. The Assembly makes it the decision to let the Observer subscription to expire."

Administration and faculty see the necessity of an SMC paper in the absence of the Observer but they noted that the quality of one on such short notice would be questionable. Miss Kathleen Gallagher, a graduate of Saint Mary's and University President, called her original observer, "The Observer will find it a vital source of communication in the planning process in one of our own. We are trying to build a stable medium and a good experience. It is a necessity," Missley added. "We may not be able to do a valuable means of communication for Notre Dame without a community. Our office has sub­scribed to it."

Secondly, he said that he was very disturbed with the discontinuance of the Observer at SMC. "In twenty-four hours the students may see the Observer every day. If we don't start our own newspaper it will take a while to build up."

"We are making no reason to sever relations more than we already have." Barbara Colby, Observer editor said the furthering of the communication gap between the two schools. (football tickets the only thing left.)

Hesburgh labels Nixon's amnesty stand political  

by Kathy Hessert  
Staff Reporter

Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University President, called President Nixon's recent statement regarding Vietnam War amnesty a political move and expressed confidence that the decision would be altered at a later date.

Fr. Hesburgh, in an interview Monday, said that it was a "very brief, harsh statement" and that it was "political to start with." He said that when there is such a wide variety of cases under a wide range of status that cannot simply make a blanket statement applicable to all cases.

Fr. Hesburgh cited the method of President Truman after World War Two as a more realistic alternative. "Truman had 60,000 committee to review the various cases for amnesty."

Fr. Hesburgh said that because reporters at the press conference Tuesday were asking the question of amnesty so directly, he felt "75 to 80 percent low in maneuver.

The issue, he said, is "far from considered" and will certainly be opened up again, noting that there isn't "anything final in politics."

"This is not the time to get it straightened out," he said. He feels that with the recent cease-fire in Vietnam, a less emotional time to discuss the amnesty would be preferable. The decision must wait "until this thing (the war) is really over." He added that he expects to "see some solution to it by next year."

The University president stressed that the solution must be a "reasonable one." He said that it is not yet realistic for all to face criminal charges.

Fr. Hesburgh noted that only after one war, Korea, did a president offer a constitutional privilege to grant amnesty. He feels that Nixon will change his decision, which affects many Americans in prison, exile or "underground."

Fr. Hesburgh affirmed his statement of October 30, 1973 in which he said amnesty would be an obscenity that will probably go down in history as the worst thing the United States has ever done and it is an obscenity, I think anyone who turns around on the institution should be given a medal.

Fr. Hesburgh also took issue with those who in the same press conference charged the "slap at the Peace Corps" by calling it a "joke." Fr. Hesburgh feels that the high caliber of those in the Corps is not deserving of such treatment from the President.

177 women already accepted

Admissions director describes unusual year

by George Adelio  
Staff Reporter

Dave Caruso and Dan Schipp, student coordinators for the 1973 Freshman Orientation, announced the organization of a six member committee to plan next year's Freshman Orientation.

The Committee will draw up plans which will include participation on the part of Admission staff, SMC students administration and Notre Dame students in orienting new students and to allow them in Caruso's words, "to become acquainted with the Notre Dame family in a more informal environment."

Whereas the past orientation was in the hands of only two or two persons: the incorporation committee, this year will allow for smoother organization and better communication between the parties responsible for orientation.

Caruso and Schipp added that by starting earlier this year they hope to devote more time to the different aspects of orientation, so that new students and their families could use a more complete picture to the university. New female freshman will be on an equal basis as male freshmen students. Caruso said that they plan to ask the Hall President's Council to appoint hall coordinators to aid in helping new students become adjusted to the University.

Schipp further stated that no special plan has been made for freshmen and sophomores. Schipp added that he hoped that new students would be exposed to "more than just the academic life and just the New Students atmosphere."

Both Caruso and Schipp are working with the Freshman Year Office under the direction of Dean of Freshman Year Office. No students have been named as yet to the Orientation Planning Committee.

Campaigns split further as St. Mary's loses Observer

by Kathy Hessert  
Staff Reporter

The University's Student Council has announced that the Observer newspaper subscription is now open to all interested students.

But Caruso stated that application for membership is open to all interested students, not students, of the classes of 1973 and 1974.

Any students interested in serving on the Orientation Planning Committee should contact Dave Caruso or Dan Schipp at 2378 or the Student Government Office at all times by February 25.

Goldrick: prospective coeds are interested in the scholastic aspect. 
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**Wicker: A Chance for the Senate**

New York, Feb. 5—Members of Congress are making preparations to take a stand on President Nixon's impoundments. The President on impoundments.

It may well be too late for that, but Speaker of the House Carl Albert, D-Ok., and some members of the House would like to be instructed by President Nixon submit the name of a man of stature and experience as the new director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Patrick Gray, President Nixon's interim appointee, was asked to the Senate, as he was a cabinet officer, an am

That missile is not going to nominate him for the job, one of the most important in government. But whether the name is submitted to the Senate or not, that body owes it to its constituents to show a better 117.

It has the power to do so. Under the terms of the 1969 Omnibus Crime Act, the new director must be nominated by the President and approved by the Senate, as it was a cabinet officer, an am

117 has already tacitly recognized the President's intention.

Gray is not a good administrator, a decisive leader of a law enforcement professional. There are hard charges to judge without close examination, but Gray has been generally acknowledged to shoot out the tires of a hijacked airplane, leading to the capture of the passenger and crew

It is, of course, the F.B.I. upon whom the department relies for such investigations, but to that extent, there is only one place in this government where the Senate is notified.

At his news conference last February 4th, President Nixon was asked, "Are you confident that your impoundment of funds abrogates power or authority that the Constitution gave to the President?"

Gray's great foible is his tendency to use the illusory circumstances to set up the director of the F.B.I. to Sorico has openly expressed the hope that even a Senate confirmation would be better for the F.B.I.

It also has been reliably reported that the F.B.I.

**Impounding Funds**

Washington, Feb. 6—At his news conference last February 4th, President Nixon was asked, "Are you responsible to criticism that your impoundment of funds abrogates power or authority that the Constitution gave to the President?"

The same way that Jefferson did and Jackson did and Truman did and the President replied. At the White House they take the view that Congress will already have given Senator Edward Kennedy, the President's right to impound appropriated funds.

Congress had a number of reasons for passing the bill last October to raise the national debt limit to $460 billion. The bill contained a provision requiring the President to provide Congress with full information on impounded funds. Congress thus seemed to concede that funds could be impounded although the legislative branch has to show for it.

That bill contained no procedure for Congress to overturn an impoundment. However, 31 Senators have now signed a bill to require congressional consent. The impoundment, they argue, is not the prerogative of the President. It implies that the withheld money will be released and spent later. That, they argue, is not the way the Constitution gives the President's power. It implies that the withheld money will be released and spent later. That, they argue, is not the way the Constitution gives the President's power.
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It has come to my attention that Taikwon Do (Korean Karate) is super karate and that the ultimate in self-defense. That is at least what Dong Sik Kim, the master instructor of this martial art at the Taikwon Do Club states in his membership campaign. The Webster's dictionary defines super as "a prefix of superiority" and super gives connotations of a comic book character created by Jack Kirby (not Korean). Ultimate is likewise defined as "beyond which it is impossible to proceed." It would seem that Taik Won Do was meant to be a martial art of terminology (to Mr. Kim).

Tang Soo Do, another martial art (from a different karate) and Judo (Chinese self-defense), have seen many many beginners who are taken in by the promise of a new karate style. Any karate, they think they will cover for themselves the secret weapon to destroy anyone. Some have the gall to exude an air of over-confidence and promptly after having just plunked down their money for the same weapon and have received a crumpled embroidered membership card. How can a beginner, while still little expertise in an art that takes a lifetime to understand and practice. Perhaps, the master of Aikido refused to take a national teaching position of Japan's top university because "From the mean of knowledge I have not been able to fill a thimble." Think of how little knowledge any of these beginners have compared to this man who devoted his entire life to the arts.

"punch power"

When a beginner "shows off" it is showing off his ignorance. A true karate instructor must not allow to prove himself to others. But Americans seem to often try to see who is the best martial artist, who is the best person, who is the best karate student. They often want to know his own lack of knowledge and can be led. Middle-aged karate tournaments, the controlled environment of a dojo (karate gym), have seen as a test of strength against an opponent on the street. If anyone is considering taking karate, please consider that what to do when you are knocked down in a fight. Karate does not teach you how to get back up, how to punch, or to block. There is a basic assumption that you get up; you are then not enough away from your opponent that you will go to time to kick. Then you have to get back up, before you can figure out the ground. You can develop this timing and "punch power" but it takes time (years not months).

Another assumption during the formal exercises of karate kata and one-step) believes that every technique will work. Many beginners become discouraged when they blow and will stop or run a man momentarily before their opponent can finish him off. Some novices play at karate. They will hit an opponent who wrestles them to the ground. To regain pride the young martial artist will say "if I had hit you full power you would have been knocked out. This person is fooling himself. A beginner who cannot even think of anything other than to realiz that a kick to the solar plexus or even to the lower part of the abdomen before you can knock someone out a street-fight in which the "more highly trained" will be knocked out anyway. The black belt of a lower rank in the groin and did not get up from it. The sixth degree black belt with a broken jaw and a large dental bill.

arded assailant

Just studying an empty handed art is great for self-defense. It is much better than karate. You may have eventually learned the routine but you have also learned how to handle against one who has a gun, club, knife, slate, or a bottle. You have learned that in order to ward off such an attack you must be able to think as you know the versatility of the opponent and his weapons, you will be better prepared to defend yourself.

During this Christmas break, I studied with a friend who had sparred and thought he was great. After I sparred I threw a turning kick back, a kick he had never experienced before. He tried to black but ended up with a bloody mouth. He thought he was great. I had not encountered such an attack before and was not expecting it. A karateka often falls into the trap of knowing how to fight in a special formal manner. The fight begins with a loss of the adversary, he gets into a position of fighting stance, and begins on command of the instructor. I once fought a great belt in Japanese karate. While fighting I yelled the Japanese equivalent of stop, he stopped and I kicked him out. I have seen this happen before. This good karateka was not trained in self-defense his mind was trusting (it is easy to influence people).

board breaking

There is nothing mystical about karate. Karate is often connected with board breaking. It looks impressive. But with less than an hour of training I could teach almost anyone to break a board of No. 1 pine. I can teach a stack of cement slabs ap­proximately 6 inches thick with an open hand strike. I can break any major bone in a person's body. This does not mean that I have the ultimate in self-defense. A person is not going to stand around and wait for me to hit him. When a person is angry and uses me he is concentrating on hitting me and is not aware of the pain I am inflicting on him (unless he is not noticed). When you are concentrating on reading Playboy, you are not aware of the music of the radio playing in your room. Likewise total commitment to destroy your opponent can prevent you from stopping even though you have a fractured rib. When you are fighting for your life, I have you even though you have a fractured rib. When you are fighting for your life a broken rib is a small price to pay.

From my experience, I have fought a second degree black belt who side kicked me in the ribs and knocked me right across the gym. I was so mad that he got beyond my defense that I got up immediately and charged him. He stopped me for a minute if I was a blast. I realized how much pain I was in and dropped to the floor. On the street my reaction would have been so stunned by it that I got up from my most powerful kick that I would have avoided the fight.

teach the realities

A karate instructor should teach the realities of his art and not try to fool his students with what he himself thinks he knows. Thinking that he knows karate is a great art to begin training for self-defense and it is effective much of the time. But an instructor should instill the correct amount of confidence in his students and show them the limitations of their abilities.

Every time, I free spar with my instructor I find that I'm a good karateka but there are years of training ahead of me. I hope Mr. Kim will understand this because he may be training his students for a fight they will lose because of over-confidence. I also hope that Mr. Kim's students will realize that Mr. Kim is not the master ins­tructor ("master instructor" does not mean that one is a master of all karate only of a particular school) at Harvard or at any of the other schools listed on his brochure. Mr. Kim's brother is the master instructor at Harvard.

Tommy is not for the symphony

Joseph abell

Once in a long while, somebody or group of superheroes creates something that is considered to be a milestone in the field of their creation. It was a totally new conception of rock music: rock opera (though it wasn't the first, the best, that most singles any told completely with rock music, a rock album conceived as a single, unified purpose. A few visitations it was, but it remained of no consequence. It lacked a full two years after for Andrew Lloyd Weber and Tim Rice became the Acid Queen. Tommy was born for the rock opera. Superstar was no less than a rock opera, a four-member rock band, specifically, the Who.

This then is the crux of the problem: that Tommy is basic rock music, where Superstar is rock music purposely enhanced with other things. And here is where the problem of translation comes in. The at­ tempt to translate basic rock music into another form, that of musical, just doesn't work. There's something missing, the sheer excitement of the original Tommy's rock. Pete Townshend's thrilling work has become little more than a swirling violin section; John Entwistle's bass line may be sung a few solitary thumpings on bass. And so on.

This doesn't mean to say that the record doesn't have its beautiful moments. It does: quite a few of them. Willy Mason's "Arrangement of "Journey's" was quite effective, a notable exception to the rest of the album's transcriptions. "We've Got to Take It!" is also very effective, especially when the again-repeating Tommy pleads for the crowd to "See me, Feel me, Touch me, Heal me."

A few of the guest soloists shine on the recording also, most notably Maggie Bell as Tommy's mother, Richie Havens as the Hawker, Merry Clayton as the Acid Queen and Hugo Stuarts as Uncle Enoch. Their own singing styles did a great deal to enhance the characterizations. The three Who members who showed up (Keith Moon's solo) essentially repeat their roles from the original.

Waste of talent

The others would have had similar recognition, probably, if the orchestra had let them. For some reason, they sound like they were placed in the middle of the or­chestra, and not even right Bobby of the Who's voice can top the entire London Orchestra. Particularly miscast was Steve Winwood as Tommy, sang with his usual style and lightweight voice, his own particular style, as opposed to everybody else's, was not allowed a chance to show itself because of the songs he had to sing. And that was a sore waste of talent.

Beyond that, there's not much to say. Turning electric guitars into cornets and trombones just doesn't work; rock music isn't supposed to be "fun." Turning im­perfect, untrained band voices into a Chamber Choir doesn't work either; it only makes the original rock lyrics sound silly, sung in such a fuddy-duddy manner.

In a word, pretty, but I'll take the original.

Tommy

The London Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Choir with Guest Soloists Ode SPM001
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Security

Editor:

For as long as I have been at Notre Dame the relationship between the Notre Dame security department and the student body has been, to say the least, tense. Generally, the students have been blamed; someone is always complaining about the way the security officers take from the students. I will never try to justify abuse and vilification which is aimed at the guards as individuals; however I think it is obvious what procedures are needed.

The newest robbery is yet another incident indicative of the general incompetence of the N.D. security force. Let us look at what happens to students in Alumni. Three robbers armed in Alumni. Three robbers armed with a loaded hand gun took about $70.00 from some students. After finding no one around, they looted several of them. As they made their escape several shots were fired at particular students. What does it take to wake up the University? A número robbery? Well, you cannot come much closer. A very serious, dangerous felony took place within shouting distance of the guard station at the circle. However the security department was able to do nothing to either stop or prevent it.

First year law student Terry McGann was on the phone telling security about the incident while the robbers were still within the building. First, the officer on the phone only asked McGann what the job was and the name of the robber, his description, etc. Instead of trying to stop the robbery, the officer urged McGann to give the name, the number of robbers, their description, etc. Instead of trying to stop the robbery, the officer urged McGann to give the name, the number of robbers, their description, etc. In fact, there are even instances in which McGann knew their names.

Robbers who have been around N.D. for a while are, I am sure, not the least bit surprised by this display. In a University which justifiably prides itself on its excellence the security department stands out as a study in mediocrity. That they have convinced, he belabored McGann with the name of the security force to issue parking tickets is legendary. However, Mr. Pears and his group hold themselves out to be a security force. This inability to provide adequate service is evident; this is a situation which any reasonable man would no longer tolerate. Notre Dame has no security force; it has a group of men whose only objective is to issue parking tickets and keep cars off the campus. The solution I can envision would entail complete reorganization under new administrators; the security department should be abolished as of by half way measures.

Brian F. Short
First Year Law

Security Again

Editor:

Over the past few weeks, Arthur Pears has taken considerable verbal punishment from many sources on campus and this punishment is not without cause. The War is officially over; the Vietnam war is not. As a matter of Christian community here ever passes from behind closed doors, where it plentifully exists, into a public forum. Were more private candidates openly expressed, the tedious cant of these subjects could provoke the good laugh they deserve and be disposed of peremptorily so we could get on with the important work of learning and teaching.

Unfortunately little of the pontificating on such subjects as the faculty's role as Christian witness and the grim hypocrisy of Christian community here ever passes from behind closed doors, where it plentifully exists, into a public forum. Were more private candidates openly expressed, the tedious cant of these subjects could provoke the good laugh they deserve and be disposed of peremptorily so we could get on with the important work of learning and teaching.
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Novak, 'Shue', Brokaw bully visitors as Irish reach 9-9 mark

by Greg Corgan

The Notre Dame junior varsity hockey team ran its win streak to four with two routs this weekend at the A.C.C. The junior Irish thumped Indiana 13-3 on Friday behind the hat tricks of Bob Howe and John Carroll. They garnered 29 goals, with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with 23 points, while ND's scorers with.

Friday's game was close at the end of the first period. The Irish punched out a quick 3-0 lead in the first four minutes of the game on goals by Oliver, Augustine, and Howe. But the Hoosiers came back strong in the third minute of the period with two short-handed goals, the first against Notre Dame this year. To close the gap to 3-2 at the conclusion of the first period.

The Irish continued to attack, with Howe scoring on a 30-yard shot for the 4-0 lead at the end of the first period. With four minutes left in the opening half, Notre Dame finally opened up a sizable lead, rolling off seven in a row. Brokaw sank a pair of three pointers, followed by Howe, and Shumate added a goal in the third period.

With the victory, Notre Dame finally opened up a sizable lead, rolling off seven in a row. Brokaw sank a pair of three pointers, followed by Howe, and Shumate added a goal in the third period.

After a few minutes hesitation, Notre Dame snuffed out any lingering hopes of a Butler comeback. Shumate, with a short jumper and layup, kicked the team's lead to 46-28. Dwight Clay followed Marty Monessen's 18-foot shot with a bank shot and Kent Ethert hit a baseline shot to make it 48-31, but that was Butler's last score for over four minutes as the Irish streaked for eight unanswered tallies on Notre Dame's driving layup and spin. Irish's Brokaw led the driving. White played most of the time at the 1-2-2-1 system.

Kristopher Merry went his teammate one goal behind for the Irish. Kentucky's Mike Manley also had a good game, scoring 29 points and 12 rebounds. The Irish fans got a good look at the team in this year's ACC, which is scheduled for tomorrow night against the Spartans of Michigan State, there.

The Fighting Irish will get another shot at breaking the 50-year-old NCAA tournament jinx tomorrow night against the Spartans of Michigan State, here.
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John Carroll took top honors in the meet, gathering three firsts and two second-place finishes and a total of 60+ points. Marquette was runner-up in the tournament, amassing 85+ points, while St. John's took third, amassing 80+ points.

The Irish tied with Seton Hall for fourth position. They garnered 39 points, including the first first, second to second, and second-place finishes and a total of 60+ points. Marquette was runner-up in the tournament, amassing 85+ points, while St. John's took third, amassing 80+ points.
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